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During the 1985-1986 austral summer, two field parties
searched for meteorites. One team was scheduled to be put in
by LC-130 at Thiel Mountains (85°15'S 91°00'W) to do sys-
tematic searching there, and the other was to carry out recon-
naissance searches on areas of exposed ice accessible by heli-
copter and oversnow traverse from the Beardmore remote field
camp.

Upon arrival at McMurdo Station, I learned that the Thiel
Mountains visits had been cancelled because of overcommit-
ment of LC-130-time for that season. I decided, therefore, to
have the Thiel Mountains party go to Allan Hills instead and
complete our systematic searching coverage of the Allan Hills
far western icefield (76°54'S 157°01E). This would essentially
terminate our systematic meteorite recovery work at Allan Hills;
after this field season, therefore, one could not expect to en-
counter large numbers of specimens at any of the Allan Hills
icefields, although it always will be possible to find a few spec-
imens there, because even with systematic searching, recovery
is never 100 percent complete.

The field parties were in Antarctica from 26 November 1985
until January 1986. Accounts of the activities of each field party
follow in this section. This research was supported by National
Science Foundation grant DPP 83-14496.
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The Beardmore party was based at the Beardmore remote
field camp from 6 December 1985 until 23 January 1986. Initially,
we made day trips by snowmobile to sites of exposed ice border-
ing the Walcott Névé (84 023'S 162°40'E) and began recovering
meteorites on a tongue of ice that extends into the large maraine

located below Lewis Cliff and Mount Achernar (84°12'S
160°56'E). I will refer to this feature as the "Lewis Cliff ice
tongue." Because of the high surface density of meteorites
there, we were able very quickly to establish this site as one
where systematic searches would be desirable at a future date.
When helicopter transport became available, we put in a field
camp south of the Otway Massif (85°27'S 112°00'E). Operating
from this camp, we carried out reconnaissance searches around
the Otway Massif and Mount Bumstead (85°39'S 174°10'E) and
then traversed to Mount Cecily (85°52'S 174°15'E). From the
Mount Cecily campsite, we carried out reconnaissance searches
around Mount Block (85°46'S 176°13'E), Mauger Nunatak
(85°44'S 176°44'E), Block Peak (85°41'S 176°20'E), Mount Ray-
mond (85°53'S 174°43'E), Mount Emily (85°50'S 174°20'E), and
Mount Cecily. Traversing then to a point approximately midway
across the upper reaches of the Mill Glacier, we visited a large
area of firn and blue ice at 85°42'S 170°30'E, then traversed to a
final campsite at 85°32'S 166°20'E, from which we carried out
reconnaissance searches around Mount Ward (85°40'S
167°10'E), Davis Nunatak (85°37'S 166°36'E), and Mount Saun-
ders (85°21'S 165°26'E) in the Dominion Range. Our traverse
concluded, we were picked up again by helicopter and moved
back to the Lewis Cliff ice tongue, where we reoccupied the site
of an earlier camp (dubbed "Hard Times" by its inhabitants) that
had been established originally to work the vertebrate fossil
locality at Coalsack Bluff (84°14'S 162°25'E). We recovered mete-
orite specimens at many of the localities visited in the course of
our reconnaissance traverse, as well as at the Lewis Cliff ice
tongue, where we conducted systematic searches during the
balance of the field season. Our results are summarized in the
table.
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